
W H I T E P A P E R

RESISTER Token represents a pioneering step forward in the intersection of blockchain
technology and narrative-driven media. Adopting the ERC-20 token standard while
applying features from ERC-721, ERC-5773, and other innovative token standards in the
future serves as the catalyst of our decentralized entertainment franchise. At the heart
of the "It Remains" universe, the RESISTER Token is designed to deepen audience
engagement and ownership over the story's development and its vast array of digital
assets.



"It Remains" is a decentralized media franchise that spans books, TV series, featured
films, games, augmented reality, and digital collectibles, situated in a beyond dystopian
world. The franchise is noted for its unique storytelling, environmental activism, and
innovative audience participation model, where VIEWERS are turned into
PARTICIPANTS. The story unfolds in a multitude of immersive phygital products,
merging the physical and digital realms into interactive cross-media experiences.

The It Remains Immersive Experience World Tour has been recognized as a global
arts-and-tech entertainment event, with premiers in DUBAI, DAVOS, the EIFFEL TOWER,
LA, ART BASEL MIAMI, and others.



RESISTER: THE TOKEN
Adopting the ERC-20 standard is a strategic move to enhance inclusivity and
engagement within the "It Remains" universe. The tokens empower a decentralized
community of creators, readers, and collectors to influence the evolution of this
multi-media narrative universe directly. The utility ownership allows for participation in
community activities, gamified models, and voting on the future development of the It
Remains franchise. These digital assets transcend the passive state of user experience,
and grant holders co-creator’s capabilities and rights.



Features
The holders of the RESISTER token will be able to participate in:

Governance: RESISTER token holders can participate in decision-making processes,
influencing the direction of the storyline, art creation, and new project developments.

RESISTER Token will facilitate the governance and IP creation via innovative token
standards such as ERC-5773.

Utility: Serves as a medium of exchange within the ecosystem, enabling purchases,
trades, and access to exclusive content, including AR experiences inside the It Remains
Immersive Novel and other phygital products from the franchise.



Incentivization: Encourages creators and collectors to contribute to the ecosystem,
fostering a vibrant and dynamic community rewarding early adopters.

Tokenomics
The total supply of RESISTER is fixed at 1,000,000,000 tokens, ensuring scarcity and
value preservation. The distribution is as follows:

Token Use Total Supply Total Supply %
Price per
token

Collected
USD TGE Unlock

Seed 80,000,000 8% $0.003 $240,000 0%

Private 130,000,000 13% $0.005 $650,000 7.5%

Strategic 20,000,000 2% $0.006 $120,000 13%

Public sale 240,000,000 24% $0.012 $2,880,000 40%

Liquidity 60,000,000 6% 100%

Marketing and
Community 100,000,000 10% 10%

DAO Reserve 170,000,000 17% 100%

Team 190,000,000 19% 0%

Legendary NFT
Holders 10,000,000 1% 0%

Total 1,000,000,000 100.00% $3,890,000 100.00%



Allocation and Sales Strategy

RESISTER Token sales strategy is designed to maximize community participation and
fund the ongoing development of the "It Remains" universe. The phased sales approach
with long-term vesting allows for a broad distribution of tokens, while the allocation to
the team, DAO, and partners ensures long-term commitment and support for the project.



Entities and Names

Yellow Mouth Studios (YMS)
Powered by both conventional channels and innovative mediums, YMS is here to
revolutionize the old ways of content creation, consumption, promotion, and
distribution.

We are the bridge between Hollywood Entertainment and the world of WEB 3.0

Holding all intellectual property for the "It Remains" franchise, YMS is the creative and
operational heart of this digital narrative universe.

It Remains - The Immersive Novel
In a world devastated by war and pollution, "It Remains" explores a desolate future
where survivors fight against the consuming Yellow Mouth lake. This story, focusing on
resilience and the preservation of human culture, also highlights critical global issues
like plastic pollution and homelessness.

It Remains DAO
The DAO is a decentralized governance mechanism allowing token holders to guide the
project's direction, from fund allocations to partnerships. It’s open to all ecosystem
token holders, ensuring community-driven development.

RESISTER Token: The primary utility token, RESISTER Token, enables participation in
governance, transactions, and access to exclusive content, embodying the participatory
essence of the "It Remains" ecosystem.

It Remains Legendary NFT Collection

Launched in April 2022, the It Remains Legendary NFT Collection marks the inaugural,
highly exclusive NFT drop from the decentralized, beyond-dystopian franchise "It
Remains." Comprising unique one-of-one pieces, this collection is deeply intertwined
with the narrative and the creation of the graphic novel, offering holders an unparalleled
connection to the "It Remains" universe. Each piece in the Legendary Collection not only
embodies a fragment of the story's essence but also serves as a cornerstone for the



broader ecosystem, linking art, story, and digital ownership in a novel and meaningful
way.

Intellectual Property and Ownership

The intellectual property (IP) of the "It Remains" universe, including all story elements,
artwork, and related content, is the exclusive property of Yellow Mouth Studios (YMS).
While the ERC-20 Token and NFT owners hold valuable stakes in the form of digital
assets and participatory rights within the ecosystem, it is important to note that
ownership of these ERC-20 tokens or NFTs does not grant the right to monetize or
otherwise exploit the underlying IP, story, or artwork. YMS retains all commercial rights
and privileges, ensuring the integrity and cohesive development of the "It Remains"
universe across all mediums and platforms.

Compliance, Token Ownership Restrictions, and KYC

In adherence to global regulatory standards and to ensure the integrity of our
community and the security of our ecosystem, "It Remains" will implement stringent
Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) checks for all investors
participating in the Sale stages of the RESISTER Token. It is important to note that
citizens and residents of the United States and other jurisdictions with restrictive
regulations on cryptocurrencies and digital tokens, including but not limited to Iran,
China, North Macedonia, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bolivia, Ecuador, Pakistan, Algeria and
Marocco will not be eligible to participate in the RESISTER token sale. This decision is in
strict compliance with international legal frameworks and is aimed at safeguarding the
project and its participants from potential legal and financial risks associated with the
varying regulations across different territories.

Participating in "It Remains" tokens and NFTs sales carries significant risk, including the
possible loss of all funds. Before acquiring ERC-20 tokens or NFTs, consider your
objectives and risk tolerance. The value of these digital assets is highly volatile, with no
guarantees of future performance.

Your decision to acquire ERC-20 tokens or NFTs should be based solely on personal due
diligence and understood risks. Yellow Mouth Studios (YMS) provides no warranties
regarding the assets' value or stability.



Participants are responsible for complying with local laws and regulations. YMS is not
responsible for any legal or financial outcomes related to participation in the "It
Remains" ecosystem.


